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- Correspondence between Bureau initiatives and SDGs -
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1  Promote of 
Energy Saving

2  Expand 
Introduction of 
Renewable Energy

3  Promote 
development of a 
Carbon Free Society

4  Preserve and 
improve water 
conservation forests

5  Contribute to 
forming of urban 
water and greenery 
networks

6  Effective use of 
water resources

7  Reduce waste 
and promote 
recycling

8  Go paperless

9  Promote 
conversion to 
plastic-free

10  Collaborate 
with customers

11  Cooperate 
with various entities 
including 
corporations
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1-1     Improve energy efficiency by developing 
conveyance and transmission pipeline

1-2     Improve efficiency of regular power generation 
equipment

1-3     Install direct distribution pumps (miniaturizing 
pumps as boosters)

1-4     Install energy-saving pumps

1-5     Upgrade to highly efficient equipment

1-6     Reduce power use in office activities

1-7     Promote efficient water supply management

2-1     Install solar panels

2-2     Install small hydropower

3-1     Procure environmentally friendly electricity

3-2     Introduce Zero Emission Vehicles (ZEVs)

3-3     Promote water service system without receiving 
tank

4-1     Preserve water conservation forests

4-2     Conserve water source areas collaborating with 
volunteers

4-3     Plant forests to conserve biodiversity

5         Create and conserve water and greenery in 
waterworks facilities, etc.

6-1     Promote water leakage prevention measures

6-2     Reduce water use in office activities

6-3     Call for saving water

7-1     Effectively use sludge generated from water 
purification plants

7-2     Effectively use granular activated carbon

7-3     Promote recycling of construction by-products

7-4     Effectively use regeneration-cut trees and 
thinned-wood from water conservation forests

7-5     Reduce waste in office activities

8-1     Reduce paper consumed in office activities

8-2     Promote paperless billing, meter reading slips, etc.

9         Reduce plastic usage

10-1  Dispatch Tokyo Waterworks Caravan

10-2  Promote environmentally friendly behavior with 
TokyowaterDrinking Station

10-3  Distribute environmental initiative information 
and gather customer feedback

10-4  Collaborate with local governments and 
residents

11-1  Tokyo Waterworks –Corporation Forests-
 (Naming Rights)

11-2  Surveys and research in cooperation with 
corporations and universities

11-3  International Cooperation and Information 
Dissemination abroad

11-4  Collaborate with private companies

11-5  Collaborate with policy partners

11-6  Raise environmental awareness among staff ○○ ○

SDGs, closely related to the Bureauʼs environmental 
measures
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Major impact on environment in each 
process of waterworks activities

Waterworks is the business of making tap water and delivering it to the customers, using raw water, a precious and limited
resource nurtured by the earth, so it is deeply tied to the global environment. In the year 2000, we established the Bureau of 
Waterworks, Tokyo Metropolitan Government Basic Environmental Philosophy, and since 2004 we have formulated our own 
environmental plans every three to five years and working on environment measures. 

Bureau of Waterworks, Tokyo Metropolitan Government
Environmental Five-Year Plan 2020-2024

Bureau of Waterworks, Tokyo Metropolitan Government
Environmental Basic Principle

Water is essential for our lives. Protecting the global environment which nurtures water is a
common issue to all humankind.

Through business activities that supply safe and delicious tap water stably, Bureau of 
Waterworks, Tokyo Metropolitan Government, will strive to pass on our rich global 

environment to the next generation.
Four years have passed since the SDGs were adopted by the United Nations in 2015 and the Paris Agreement has finally 

begun in earnest.Therefore, the Bureau of Waterworks, Tokyo Metropolitan Government must achieve compatibility of 
environmental conservation and sound business management and also realize sustainable waterworks, while heading in the 
same direction as national and metropolitan government.

The figure below shows the impact of the water supply business on the environment, in each individual process. The Bureau 
of Waterworks makes both a positive and a negative impact on the environment in its business activities.

For this reason, we formulated the Bureau Environmental Five-Year Plan 2020 – 2024 based on our Environmental Basic 
Principle, with the aim of effectively and comprehensively promoting the reduction of the environmental impact of our activities.
This is the sixth plan, clarifying the initiatives and targets for the five years from 2020 to 2024.

Management of Water
Conservation Forests
･Cultivate water resource 
･Purify water 
･Prevent soil erosion
･Absorb CO2

Water Purification
･Use electricity by operation 

of equipment
･Generate soil from water 

purification
･Use fuel for private power 

generators
･Procure chemicals

Water Transmission/
Distribution/Supply
･Use electricity by operation 
  of pumps

Water Supply Station

Send tap water to other 
water supply stations 

and customers

Send tap water to other 
water supply stations 

and customers

Dam

Intake water from a
river and send it to a 

water purification plant

Intake water from a
river and send it to a 

water purification plant

Water Intake/Conveyance
･Use electricity by  

operation of pumps

Water
Conservation
Forests

Water Supply Station

Dam

Water
Conservation
Forests

Office Activities
･Use electricity, water 
  and paper
･Generate waste

Use of Automobiles
･Generate exhaust gas by 

operating vehicles

Construction
･Generate soil from construction
･Generate waste from

construction
･Generate exhaust gas from 

construction machinery
･Generate noise and vibration

Filter and disinfect 
water to make tap 

water

Filter and disinfect 
water to make tap 

water

Water
Purification Plant
Water
Purification Plant

Please see page 3 onwards for the Bureauʼs main initiatives based on each policy. 
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Environmental Basic Policy 4
Environmental Communication with Various Entities
The Bureau will further enhance the effectiveness of its environmental measures by actively 
promoting environmental communication with its customers and various other entities.

Environmental Basic Policy 3
Sustainable Use of Resources
As a utility company that procures large quantities of goods and discharges waste, the Bureau 
will work on sustainable use of resources, by promoting the use of eco-friendly materials and
saving resources in its business activities, in order to contribute to the creation of a 
recycling-based society.

Environmental Basic Policy 1
Reduction of  CO2  Emissions
As a utility company that uses a large amount of energy, the Bureau will implement multi-
dimensional energy measures and contribute to steadily reducing CO2 emissions from energy 
use, in order to contribute to realizing a carbon free society.

Environmental Basic Policy 2
Conservation of Sound Water Cycle and Rich Greenery 
As a utility company that uses water, a natural resource, as its raw material, the Bureau will 
work on conserving sound water cycle and rich greenery by promoting effective use of water 
resources , as well as maintaining and creating greenery in consideration of biodiversity, in 
order to keep protecting precious water for the future.

Bureau of Waterworks, Tokyo Metropolitan Government 
Environmental Basic Policies

From the 17 SDGs, we found and organized what the Bureau of Waterworks should prioritize in its environmental measures, 
as well as what the Bureau of Waterworks' environmental measures should be in the 2040s, and have established 5 year 
Environmental Basic Policies to achieve this. By promoting 37 initiatives based on these policies, we will realize the 
Environmental Basic Principle and contribute to the realization of the SDGs.

1
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Environmental Basic Policy 4
Environmental Communication with Various Entities
The Bureau will further enhance the effectiveness of its environmental measures by actively 
promoting environmental communication with its customers and various other entities.

Environmental Basic Policy 3
Sustainable Use of Resources
As a utility company that procures large quantities of goods and discharges waste, the Bureau 
will work on sustainable use of resources, by promoting the use of eco-friendly materials and
saving resources in its business activities, in order to contribute to the creation of a 
recycling-based society.

Environmental Basic Policy 1
Reduction of  CO2  Emissions
As a utility company that uses a large amount of energy, the Bureau will implement multi-
dimensional energy measures and contribute to steadily reducing CO2 emissions from energy 
use, in order to contribute to realizing a carbon free society.

Environmental Basic Policy 2
Conservation of Sound Water Cycle and Rich Greenery 
As a utility company that uses water, a natural resource, as its raw material, the Bureau will 
work on conserving sound water cycle and rich greenery by promoting effective use of water 
resources , as well as maintaining and creating greenery in consideration of biodiversity, in 
order to keep protecting precious water for the future.

Bureau of Waterworks, Tokyo Metropolitan Government 
Environmental Basic Policies

From the 17 SDGs, we found and organized what the Bureau of Waterworks should prioritize in its environmental measures, 
as well as what the Bureau of Waterworks' environmental measures should be in the 2040s, and have established 5 year 
Environmental Basic Policies to achieve this. By promoting 37 initiatives based on these policies, we will realize the 
Environmental Basic Principle and contribute to the realization of the SDGs.
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Environmental Basic Policy 1
Reduction of  CO2Emissions

Directions of Measures 1: Promote of Energy Saving

A total of 12 initiatives including the above will contribute to achievement of the following SDGs.

Improve efficiency of regular power 
generation equipment Install energy-saving pumps

Pumps installed at water purification plants and water supply 

stations consume large amounts of electricity. When installing or 

replacing pumps these facilities, the Bureau will install more than 
20 of energy-saving pumps.

Directions of Measures 2: Expand
Introduction of Renewable Energy

Procure environmentally friendly
electricity

Install solar panels and
small hydropower

Introduce Zero Emission Vehicles 
(ZEVs)

We will actively procure environmentally friendly electricity, including 

electricity generated with a high ratio of renewable energy, and 

thereby contribute to reducing CO2 emissions in the whole society

overall.

When purchasing new vehicles, we will introduce ZEVs, while securing 

mobility in disasters, and also update to 100% electric motorcycles in 

principle.

We will install a total of about 10,000 kW of solar power generation 

equipment and a total of more than 2,500 kW of small hydro power 

generation equipment.

Plug-in Hybrid Vehicles (Introduced 2019)

Solar Panels (Asaka Water Purification Plant)

Small Hydropower Equipment (Kohoku Water Supply Station)

Vehicles owned by the 
Bureau of Waterworks
4-wheel: Approx. 600
2-wheel: Approx. 170 

Directions of Measures 3: Promote
development of a Carbon Free Society

Image of Misato Water Purification Plant Cogeneration System Liquid Resistor System and Inverter Control System

The Bureau of Waterworks has installed regular power generation

equipment in large-scale water purification plants, in order to ensure 

stable water supply even in the event of a disaster.

When installing or replacing equipment, the Bureau aims to further 

improve its energy efficiency by adopting a cogeneration system or 

gas engine power generation equipment with superior generation 
efficiency.

G:        Generator
GT:      Gas Turbine
ST:       Steam Turbine
Boiler: Waste Heat 

Boiler

Exhaust

Steam for Power

Boiler

Grid Connection 
EquipmentElectric Power 

Company

Raw Water

City Gas(Normally)

Steam

Liquid Rheostat
System

Before updating After updating

Liquid
Rheostat
Liquid
Rheostat

Inverter Control
System

Inverter

Energy
Loss

Energy
Loss

Fuel Oil 
(emergencies)

Electric
Power

Supply as 
heat source 
for 
wastewater
purification

Supply as 
power source 
for water 
purification

Less
Energy
Loss

Less
Energy
Loss

We will replace liquid rheostat used for controlling speed of motors 

with inverter devices to improve energy efficiency in the low 

speed-range. 

MotorMotor

PumpPump

MotorMotor

PumpPump

Environmental Basic Policy 2
Conservation of Sound Water Cycle and Rich Greenery

Directions of Measures 4: Preserve and improve water conservation forests

We will conduct maintenance works  on 3,000 ha in 5 years, 

proceed with the purchase of private-forests and restore the  

function of forests.

Preserve water conservation 
forests

Lack of care for the forest 
makes it darker and leaves 
fallen trees scattered 

Conserve water source areas
collaborating with volunteers

We will accept a total of 7,500 participants over 5 years in the Tama  

River Water Resources Forest Team,  and plan to deepen the 

understanding of water source conservation.

Forest conservation work 
improves the functions
of the forest

We are undercutting, thinning, 
pruning, road making, etc.

Walk around the forest and 
experience conservation work!

Before work (purchased forest) After work

Volunteers working in the Tama 
River Water Source Forest Team

Water source forest tour

Cultivating and managing water conservation 
forests also helps biodiversity conservation! Fox Blue-and-white 

flycatcher
Chichibu enkianthus Japanese primrose

Directions of Measures 5: 
Contribute to forming of urban water and greenery networks

Directions of Measures 6: Effective use of water resources

Create and conserve water and greenery 
in waterworks facilities, etc.

At its facilities, We will regreen more than 2,000 m2 in 5 years, 

developing bases of greenery in urban areas.

Also, We will conserve the Tamagawajosui headrace, so as to maintain 

water and green spaces.

Rooftop Greening
(Hamura Weir Management Office)

Tamagawajosui headrace, 
a water and greenery network

(Photograph taken by Baba Seiichi for the 
2003 Waterworks Calendar Photo Contest)

Promote water leakage
prevention measure Call for saving water

By selecting native species as much as 
possible when greening, we will also 
improve the quality of greenery.

A total of 7 initiatives including the above will contribute to achievement of the following SDGs.

We will take measures to prevent water leakage, 

and keep a leakage rate about 3%.
The Bureau of Waterworks 

is calling for water saving, 

encouraging water 
conservation by 

customers.

Sound surveys 
conducted at night

Estimated amount
used,by application

One of the lowest leakage 
rates in the world!

Application

Washing  
face, hands

1 minute
flowing

About
12 L

About
3.2 g

Toothbrush-
ing

30 
seconds
flowing

About
6 L

About
1.6 g

Dishwashing 5 
minutes
flowing

About
60 L

About
16 g

Use Volume
CO2

Emis-
sions

3



Environmental Basic Policy 1
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Directions of Measures 1: Promote of Energy Saving
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20 of energy-saving pumps.
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The Bureau of Waterworks has installed regular power generation

equipment in large-scale water purification plants, in order to ensure 

stable water supply even in the event of a disaster.
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Environmental Basic Policy 2
Conservation of Sound Water Cycle and Rich Greenery

Directions of Measures 4: Preserve and improve water conservation forests

We will conduct maintenance works  on 3,000 ha in 5 years, 

proceed with the purchase of private-forests and restore the  

function of forests.
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water and green spaces.
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Promote water leakage
prevention measure Call for saving water

By selecting native species as much as 
possible when greening, we will also 
improve the quality of greenery.

A total of 7 initiatives including the above will contribute to achievement of the following SDGs.
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Environmental Basic Policy 3
Sustainable Use of Resources

Directions of Measures 7: Reduce waste and promote recycling
Effectively use sludge generated 

from water purification plants
Effectively use granular

activated carbon

Granular activated carbon
used for advanced water
purification

Utilizing granular activated carbon for
gardening soil

Sludge generated from 
water purification plants

Ground 
materials

Gardening soil Granular soil

We will improve the recycling rate of sludge generated from water 
purification plants to about 70% by the year 2024.

  We will make effective use of 100% of granular activated carbon 
every year.

About 9,000 tons per year (2018 results)About 60,000 tons
generated annually 
(2018 results)

Recycle

Directions of Measures 8: Go paperless

Directions of Measures 9: Promote conversion to plastic-free

Promote paperless billing, meter reading slips, etc.

Reduce plastic usage

Send to smartphones
Bills (Paper)

Sample

We uses more than 58 million sheets of paper per year for bank transfer applications, bills, and meter reading slips.
We will gradually transfer to online processes for these documents related to water billing, accelerating the switch 

to paperless.

Conversion to paperless billing Conversion to paperless account transfer applications

The Bureau of Waterworks

・We will setup a service on the Bureau website enabling 
online account transfer application easily, any time.

・Switch from paper bills to delivering billing 
information to customersʼ smartphones, etc.

Completion
Notice (Email)

Customers
Automatic Input

Account 
Inquiry  
(Realtime)

〇×Bank

Financial 
Institution

Application
(Online)

Bureau 
Website

A total of 8 initiatives including the above will contribute to achievement of the following SDGs.

・As part of Tokyo Water public relations, we offer 
conversion from Tokyo water in plastic bottles to use of 
personal bottles to fill with tap water at Tokyo Water 
Drinking Stations.

Tokyo Water Drinking Station Examples of reduction at tap water tasting events
Paper cupsPlastic cups

・When procuring stationeries or novelties, or when holding 
events, the Bureau is considering the use of recycled plastics 
and transition to plastic alternatives,  with the aim of reducing 
the amount of CO2 emitted by using plastics.

Supplying 
convenient 
tap water on
the street!

６

Environmental Basic Policy 4
Environmental Communication with Various Entities

Directions of Measures 10: Collaborate with customers
Dispatch Tokyo Waterworks Caravan

For elementary schools For the general public

We will publish
videos of courses 
on the Internet!

The Bureau of Waterworks dispatch Tokyo Waterworks Caravan to schools and childrenʼs facilities ,etc. They use videos, skits and experiments, 
etc. to communicate how drinking water is made and supplied to customers' faucets, how safe tap water is, how water conservation forestsis functioned, 
how to save water, and so on.

The Bureau will promote digitization by further utilizing ICT, and raise environmental awareness among customers.

For parents of infants

Distribute environmental initiative 
information and gather customer 

feedback
Collaborate with local 

governments and residents
The Bureau of Waterworks issues 

environmental reports every year to spread 

information on the status of its environmental 

initiatives, and actively collects opinions from 

its customers.

The Bureau of Waterworks promotes environmental communication 

in cooperation with local governments and residents, such as by 

participating in local events and holding excursions.

Tama River system tourEnvironmental Report Flower Movement (Suginami City)

A total of 10 initiatives including the above will contribute to achievement of the following SDGs.

Directions of Measures 11: 
Cooperate with various entities including corporations

International Cooperation and 
Information Dissemination abroad

Tokyo Waterworks – Corporation 
Forests- (Naming Rights) 

In 5 years, the Bureau of Waterworks will accepts a total of 750  

people for corporate activities held by “Tokyo Water - Corporate 

Forests” (Naming Rights) where the Bureau and corporations 

collaborate to preserve forests.

The Bureau of Waterworks promotes international cooperation 

and information dissemination using technology and know-how 

that reduce impacts on environment.

Training in Japan English website for overseas
professionalsCorporate sponsorship in “Tokyo Water - Corporate Forests”

Initiatives by the Bureau of Waterworks are spread 
to professionals in overseas water utilities via the 
Bureau website for water professionals.

・Promote participating 
companies

・Proceed Initiatives related 
to PR, water source areas

Naming rights fees or sponsorship fees
Corporation

The Bureau
of Waterworks

・Offer opportunities for tours of water conservation forests and Oguchi Dam, etc.
・Naming rights *
・Support forest conservation experiences and employees training in agreement areas *

* Only for “Tokyo Water – Corporate Forests”

Water conservation
forests preservation 
work

Improve image 
of the company

Residents in 
Tokyo

and
Surrounding

Area
Participate in “Tokyo 
Water – Corporate 
Forests” or corporate 
sponsorship

Promote environmental 
contributions

of tap water 
conservation
forests

Raise awareness 

Tokyo waterworks caravan visits 1,200 schools per year!

The Bureau fulfills accountability to
customers and related parties  both
inside and outside the Bureau.
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Environmental Basic Policy 3
Sustainable Use of Resources

Directions of Measures 7: Reduce waste and promote recycling
Effectively use sludge generated 

from water purification plants
Effectively use granular

activated carbon

Granular activated carbon
used for advanced water
purification

Utilizing granular activated carbon for
gardening soil

Sludge generated from 
water purification plants

Ground 
materials

Gardening soil Granular soil

We will improve the recycling rate of sludge generated from water 
purification plants to about 70% by the year 2024.

  We will make effective use of 100% of granular activated carbon 
every year.

About 9,000 tons per year (2018 results)About 60,000 tons
generated annually 
(2018 results)

Recycle

Directions of Measures 8: Go paperless

Directions of Measures 9: Promote conversion to plastic-free

Promote paperless billing, meter reading slips, etc.

Reduce plastic usage

Send to smartphones
Bills (Paper)

Sample

We uses more than 58 million sheets of paper per year for bank transfer applications, bills, and meter reading slips.
We will gradually transfer to online processes for these documents related to water billing, accelerating the switch 

to paperless.

Conversion to paperless billing Conversion to paperless account transfer applications

The Bureau of Waterworks

・We will setup a service on the Bureau website enabling 
online account transfer application easily, any time.

・Switch from paper bills to delivering billing 
information to customersʼ smartphones, etc.

Completion
Notice (Email)

Customers
Automatic Input

Account 
Inquiry  
(Realtime)

〇×Bank

Financial 
Institution

Application
(Online)

Bureau 
Website

A total of 8 initiatives including the above will contribute to achievement of the following SDGs.

・As part of Tokyo Water public relations, we offer 
conversion from Tokyo water in plastic bottles to use of 
personal bottles to fill with tap water at Tokyo Water 
Drinking Stations.

Tokyo Water Drinking Station Examples of reduction at tap water tasting events
Paper cupsPlastic cups

・When procuring stationeries or novelties, or when holding 
events, the Bureau is considering the use of recycled plastics 
and transition to plastic alternatives,  with the aim of reducing 
the amount of CO2 emitted by using plastics.

Supplying 
convenient 
tap water on
the street!

６

Environmental Basic Policy 4
Environmental Communication with Various Entities

Directions of Measures 10: Collaborate with customers
Dispatch Tokyo Waterworks Caravan

For elementary schools For the general public

We will publish
videos of courses 
on the Internet!

The Bureau of Waterworks dispatch Tokyo Waterworks Caravan to schools and childrenʼs facilities ,etc. They use videos, skits and experiments, 
etc. to communicate how drinking water is made and supplied to customers' faucets, how safe tap water is, how water conservation forestsis functioned, 
how to save water, and so on.

The Bureau will promote digitization by further utilizing ICT, and raise environmental awareness among customers.

For parents of infants

Distribute environmental initiative 
information and gather customer 

feedback
Collaborate with local 

governments and residents
The Bureau of Waterworks issues 

environmental reports every year to spread 

information on the status of its environmental 

initiatives, and actively collects opinions from 

its customers.

The Bureau of Waterworks promotes environmental communication 

in cooperation with local governments and residents, such as by 

participating in local events and holding excursions.

Tama River system tourEnvironmental Report Flower Movement (Suginami City)

A total of 10 initiatives including the above will contribute to achievement of the following SDGs.

Directions of Measures 11: 
Cooperate with various entities including corporations

International Cooperation and 
Information Dissemination abroad

Tokyo Waterworks – Corporation 
Forests- (Naming Rights) 

In 5 years, the Bureau of Waterworks will accepts a total of 750  

people for corporate activities held by “Tokyo Water - Corporate 

Forests” (Naming Rights) where the Bureau and corporations 

collaborate to preserve forests.

The Bureau of Waterworks promotes international cooperation 

and information dissemination using technology and know-how 

that reduce impacts on environment.

Training in Japan English website for overseas
professionalsCorporate sponsorship in “Tokyo Water - Corporate Forests”

Initiatives by the Bureau of Waterworks are spread 
to professionals in overseas water utilities via the 
Bureau website for water professionals.

・Promote participating 
companies

・Proceed Initiatives related 
to PR, water source areas

Naming rights fees or sponsorship fees
Corporation

The Bureau
of Waterworks

・Offer opportunities for tours of water conservation forests and Oguchi Dam, etc.
・Naming rights *
・Support forest conservation experiences and employees training in agreement areas *

* Only for “Tokyo Water – Corporate Forests”

Water conservation
forests preservation 
work

Improve image 
of the company

Residents in 
Tokyo

and
Surrounding

Area
Participate in “Tokyo 
Water – Corporate 
Forests” or corporate 
sponsorship

Promote environmental 
contributions

of tap water 
conservation
forests

Raise awareness 

Tokyo waterworks caravan visits 1,200 schools per year!

The Bureau fulfills accountability to
customers and related parties  both
inside and outside the Bureau.
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- Correspondence between Bureau initiatives and SDGs -
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○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

○○ ○

○ ○ ○ ○

○ ○ ○ ○
○ ○ ○
○ ○ ○ ○

○

○
○ ○

○ ○

○ ○
○ ○
○ ○

○ ○ ○ ○

○○ ○○

○ ○ ○ ○ ○

○ ○ ○

○○ ○ ○

1  Promote of 
Energy Saving

2  Expand 
Introduction of 
Renewable Energy

3  Promote 
development of a 
Carbon Free Society

4  Preserve and 
improve water 
conservation forests

5  Contribute to 
forming of urban 
water and greenery 
networks

6  Effective use of 
water resources

7  Reduce waste 
and promote 
recycling

8  Go paperless

9  Promote 
conversion to 
plastic-free

10  Collaborate 
with customers

11  Cooperate 
with various entities 
including 
corporations

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

○○○

○○ ○ ○ ○ ○
○○ ○○

1-1     Improve energy efficiency by developing 
conveyance and transmission pipeline

1-2     Improve efficiency of regular power generation 
equipment

1-3     Install direct distribution pumps (miniaturizing 
pumps as boosters)

1-4     Install energy-saving pumps

1-5     Upgrade to highly efficient equipment

1-6     Reduce power use in office activities

1-7     Promote efficient water supply management

2-1     Install solar panels

2-2     Install small hydropower

3-1     Procure environmentally friendly electricity

3-2     Introduce Zero Emission Vehicles (ZEVs)

3-3     Promote water service system without receiving 
tank

4-1     Preserve water conservation forests

4-2     Conserve water source areas collaborating with 
volunteers

4-3     Plant forests to conserve biodiversity

5         Create and conserve water and greenery in 
waterworks facilities, etc.

6-1     Promote water leakage prevention measures

6-2     Reduce water use in office activities

6-3     Call for saving water

7-1     Effectively use sludge generated from water 
purification plants

7-2     Effectively use granular activated carbon

7-3     Promote recycling of construction by-products

7-4     Effectively use regeneration-cut trees and 
thinned-wood from water conservation forests

7-5     Reduce waste in office activities

8-1     Reduce paper consumed in office activities

8-2     Promote paperless billing, meter reading slips, etc.

9         Reduce plastic usage

10-1  Dispatch Tokyo Waterworks Caravan

10-2  Promote environmentally friendly behavior with 
TokyowaterDrinking Station

10-3  Distribute environmental initiative information 
and gather customer feedback

10-4  Collaborate with local governments and 
residents

11-1  Tokyo Waterworks –Corporation Forests-
 (Naming Rights)

11-2  Surveys and research in cooperation with 
corporations and universities

11-3  International Cooperation and Information 
Dissemination abroad

11-4  Collaborate with private companies

11-5  Collaborate with policy partners

11-6  Raise environmental awareness among staff ○○ ○

SDGs, closely related to the Bureauʼs environmental 
measures

InitiativesDirections of 
Measures 
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